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The barrage of Tweets and news casts on COVID 

19 has companies and their employees 

confused and concerned. The light at the end of 

the tunnel is coming. 2020 will be a year to 

remember. If you are safe and able to work 

remotely then you will appreciate the impact of 

hosted and automated software. 

SaaS 

Hosted software or as it is also known, Software 

as a Service (SaaS) has many well-known 

benefits. Gartner Group1 predicts that all 

software will be SaaS by 2025. Salesforce.com 2 

owns the SaaS CRM market as does Microsoft 

3653 who owns the Office Suite Productivity 

market….and much else.  Both offer SaaS 

software like your electric utility offers plug in 

power. Another example is Vocantas4 with its 

cult following of enterprise organizations. 

Vocantas automates organizational processes to 

gain high efficiencies with SaaS automation of 

common Human Resource processes.  

Cloud or 

Datacenter 

based software. 

Lower IT costs, 

have higher up 

times, no 

fiddling with 

software 

updates or patches, more accessibility at most 

locations. These are all key benefits to SaaS 

technologies. Other benefits that have come to 

light in recent months is the revelation that in a 

Pandemic and Emergency situation, hosted 

software has added benefits. Social distancing 

for IT staff. SaaS is easier for the provider to 

maintain from a remote location. A hosted 

environment keeps IT professionals from having 

to cluster. SaaS has the ability to expand quickly 

to accommodate Pandemic situations. Safe, 

simple and increasingly more in demand. 

Automation 

Salesforce capitalized years ago on the remote 

worker. In most organizations the sales teams 

have worked remotely long before the Internet 

was born. Paper weekly reports to managers 

who then aggregated results to their managers 

and so forth. This took huge amounts of time 

and were prone to error and fiction. The 

automation of the process through online CRM 

could enable companies to track in almost real 

time what was happening in the field, This 

information fed into the central finance system 

which enabled better forecasts, coaching, filling 

gaps and overall less time spent doing mundane 

reporting that sales people typically dislike. 

Now, the remote sales organization deeply 

appreciates online CRM because they can keep 

the sales machine rolling even in a pandemic 

environment. Good for the social distancing and 

good for the company bottom line.  

Microsoft 365 allows remote access from 

anywhere. Include SKYPE, MS Meeting and 

SharePoint and remote access during the 

pandemic will be less of a panic and far more 

productive. 



The interesting aspect of Automated SaaS 

Interaction and communication with employees 

is not a revolution. It has been available for 

many years. What is a new revolution being the 

simple fact that the benefits of Automated 

communication and 

interactions during 

a pandemic have 

magnified 

significantly? If you 

are a Hospital for 

example, then the 

number of changes 

in nurse shifts has 

increased substantially. Manual filling of shifts 

can no longer keep up with the rapid rise of 

unfilled shifts. The paper trail, now the virus 

trail, no longer is sustainable. Automated filling 

of Nurses Shifts reduces stress and allows 

managers to send notifications within the shift 

filling platform by Text, Mobile App, Email or 

Phone Call/IVR. This reduces time and costs. It 

also appeals to retail locations who are having 

to implement staggered shifts due to pandemic 

requirements, then this has added 

complications to the process. Automated shift 

filling can fill half a shift or a whole shift and can 

adapt quickly to a staff member who has last 

minute changes to their situation. Changes to 

your staff’s situations are increasing 

dramatically. Large paper mills have added new 

shifts of workers to keep up with the demand 

for paper products. Automation of the shift 

filling activities helps make it all work.   

Vocantas.com with its cult following of 

enterprise organizations has automated 

important process for their customers. They 

have been providing multimodal 

communication solutions, using mobile app, 

text, phone, web portal and email, across 

multisector vertical markets, such as 

healthcare, retail, manufacturing and service 

and delivery since 2003. Their main product is 

Communicate™ and has become Vocantas’ 

most flexible system, constantly growing more 

intelligent and more robust to address new 

innovation requirements. 

The Communicate product line includes: 

Automated Shift Fill. Filling more shifts faster 

than any manual process ever could. They have 

Automated interactive notification by Mobile 

App, text, voice (IVR), web portal and email is 

sent to your staff allowing schedulers to 

manage multiple shift callouts simultaneously 

and to fill shifts efficiently without needing to 

make time-consuming individual phone calls. 

WF Self-Serve Allows employees to call in or 

text an absence or lateness and provide details 

regarding when they will arrive or return to 

work. 

Notifier allows organizations to broadcast 

COVID updates and to track the health of 

employees through two way communications. 

Do you have a fever? Answer:  Yes/No. 

Message: If you have symptoms of COVID 19 

you must isolate for two weeks. Do you need to 

isolate? Yes/No/ Not Sure> 

Notifier Alert Informs staff, patients, families 

other constituents of key information at the 

right time by SMS, email or by a regular phone 

using sophisticated IVR. or students of 

emergency information (i.e., Do not come to 

work due to a local outbreak on our Western 

Campus. 

Mobile App Vocantas’ NEW mobile app, 

Communicate™ Mobile, is an interactive 

communications solution used for two-way 

automated, mass communications with 

employees. Shifts are filled easily and directly.  


